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Pendulum Pattern Perception∗

Andrew D. Irving† and Ebrahim L. Patel‡

T his paper considers the imagery generated by multi-
ple pendula swinging from a single beam. Although it
is not generally detectable, the pendulum bobs lie on a si-

nusoid of contracting wavelength. Instead, an onlooker sees a
sequence of diverse patterns produced by the bobs. Disparity be-
tween the undetected and perceived imagery is caused by insuffi-
cient signal sampling. The sequence of visual effects is explained
mathematically.

1 Introduction

Our ability to learn is, in many ways, a measure of resourceful-
ness. Like others, we sought the answers of our youth in the
dusty basements of university libraries as all but a rite of passage.
Today, the halls of knowledge are often just a mouse click away.
Through video-sharing website YouTube for instance, MIT throw
open their illustrious lecture theatres while fellow Americans
Harvard have captivated users with truly mesmerising scientific
demonstrations (e.g. a coffee mug survives a perilous fall in [1]
thanks to a pencil, some string and angular momentum).

Since June 2010, one such demonstration (see [2]) has gained
well in excess of nine million views. The video depicts 15 uncou-
pled, simple pendula. As Figure 1 shows, there is a monotonic
increase in pendulum length from one end of a rigid beam to the
other and this corresponds to a monotonic decrease (of fixed in-
crement) in pendulum frequency. The bobs oscillate in unison
and, whether viewed down the length of the beam (as is the case
in [2]) or from above, the visual effects produced are equally stun-
ning.1 In this piece we explore these effects through a mathemat-
ical model.

Figure 1: Harvard’s pendulum apparatus,2 see [2].

2 Pendulum model

Let us consider an aerial view of Harvard’s pendulum demon-
stration. We can describe the position of each pendulum bob by
a pair of coordinates (x, y) where integral x ∈ [1, 15] denotes
a pendulum’s position along a horizontal beam and y ∈ [−1, 1]

represents a bob’s orthogonal displacement with respect to the
beam (such that y = 0 when a bob is directly under the beam).

A simple pendulum swings back and forth under the influence
of two main forces: gravity pulls the bob downwards, whilst ten-
sion in the string pulls the bob upwards. Such motion is periodic
and y is sinusoidal in time [3]. Galileo showed that the simplest
such wave took the form u(t) = A sin (2πft), where the wave
has amplitude A and frequency f in time t [4]. Hence we employ
the following pair of equations (used by Cox in [5]) to simulate
the time-evolution of Harvard’s pendula,

x = j (1)

y = sin
(
2πft+

π

2

)
(2)

where f is now a function of j and the starting position of all 15
bobs corresponds to y = 1 (noting the addition of a π/2 term
here).

3 Visual effects

Figure 2: Oscillating pendula of [2] at t = 0 and moments
which immediately follow ((a)–(f)). A single wave appears.3

Over the course of Harvard’s video, a sequence of visual pat-
terns appears with various travelling and standing waves being
the most pronounced.4 In the outset, all 15 pendula collectively
form a single wave (see Figure 2). This is briefly followed by
three simultaneous waves before two simultaneous waves appear
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in their place. Shortly afterward, three waves reappear and, as
the video comes to a close, we see the gradual reappearance of a
single wave. These are cyclic patterns and the video captures a
full cycle.

A travelling or standing wave may be formed by any of
Harvard’s pendula as they approach (and depart from) an instant
when they are in phase.5 For example, such an instant occurs at
the end of any cycle.

A cycle terminates when all 15 pendula simultaneously com-
plete an oscillation (i.e. fall into phase). From (2), it is clear that
pendulum j completes an oscillation whenever ft is an integer
(recalling that f is a function of j). Hence a cycle ends when ft
is integral for all j (i.e. for all pendula) at once. Thus,

ft = n(j)

as a cycle ends where n(j), the number of oscillations executed
by pendulum j,6 is an integer which varies according to j. Using
Cox’s explicit expression for f this becomes,

n(j) = (b+ jd)t (3)

where base frequency b and increment d are j-independent pa-
rameters.7 To be clear, any t which solves (3) for all j marks
a cycle endpoint. Such a solution would correspond to an in-
stant in time, i.e. unlike n(j), t would not vary according to j.
Therefore, these instants occur precisely when there is no explicit
j-dependence on the right-hand side of

t =
n(j)

d
(
b
d + j

) . (4)

Hence n(j) must cancel out the j term in the denominator of (4)
at cycle endpoints. If we assume the simplest form of b/d is a
simple fraction, say a/c, then

n(j) = kc
(a
c
+ j

)

when a cycle ends (where k ∈ Z) which gives,

t =
kc

(
a
c + j

)

d
(
b
d + j

) =
kc

(
b
d + j

)

d
(
b
d + j

) =
kc

d

in (4). It is clear that consecutive k correspond to the endpoints
of a single cycle. Hence a cycle’s period, Γ, equates to the differ-
ence in t when k is equal to, say, 0 and 1. Therefore Γ = c/d and
a single travelling wave appears in proximity to t = 0,Γ, 2Γ, . . .

Cox’s model does not replicate [2] unless c = 1.8 With c = 1,
we can shift our focus from endpoints to within the cycle itself.
Thus we consider instants of the form t = (r/s)Γ (where r < s).
Using (4), we have that n(j) = (r/s)(a + j) at such instants.9
Hence, whenever t = (r/s)Γ:

n(j + p) =
r

s
(a+ j + p)

=⇒ n(j + p) = n(j) +
r

s
p

i.e. n(j + p) ≡ n(j) mod 1 when (r/s)p ∈ Z. Put simply, this
says that pendula j and j + p are at the same stage in their indi-
vidual oscillations (while closer pendula are at different stages)
when

r

s
=

v

p

for v ∈ Z such that p and v are coprime. Therefore every p pen-
dula are in phase at t = (v/p)Γ (see Figure 3) and p travelling or
standing waves may form in proximity to such instants.10
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Figure 3: Clock for visual cycle of pendula (the 12 o’clock
position denotes a cycle’s beginning and ending). When the
continuously turning hand reaches hour p on the clock face,
every p pendula are in phase (perceptible for p ≤ 5 in [2]).

These hours are positioned according to our rule for
t = (v/p)Γ.

In summary, Cox’s model predicts and explains Harvard’s vi-
sual sequence: 1 wave near t = 0 s, 3 waves near t = 20 s, 2
waves near t = 30 s, 3 waves near t = 40 s and 1 wave near
t = 60 s (Γ = 60 s in [2]).11

4 Spatial aliasing

As they exhibit simple harmonic motion, pendulum bobs can col-
lectively produce a diverse array of imagery.12 Whilst predicting
such variation, (1) and (2) show that Harvard’s bobs actually lie
on a curve,

y = sin
(
2πft+

π

2

)
(5)

where f = b+xd. That is, bobs demonstrate the ability to create
multiple waveforms despite lying on a continuous sinusoid at all
times (e.g. see Figure 4). This is a phenomenon known as alias-
ing [6] and is caused by improper sampling [7].

As pendula swing back and forth in [2], a viewer mentally in-
terpolates between the moving bobs. Thus the spectator perceives
some curve(s) of best fit, e.g. visual waves. Intuitively, all such
curves would be described by (5) although this is seldom the case.
Hence the ‘true’ image (as described by (5)) can go undetected
by the human eye.

In short, an observer’s discrete sample (in the form of 15 pen-
dulum bobs at equal intervals along Harvard’s beam) of the un-
derlying curve (i.e. a continuous sinusoid) typically turns out to
be an inappropriate sampling rate. Thus Harvard’s bobs do not
generally provide an adequate set of data for faithful interpolation
and the onlooker perceives a ‘false’ image.

False imagery of this kind (e.g. multiple waves) is unavoid-
able under Harvard conditions (i.e. where b/d = a/c). This is be-
cause the wavelength of the underlying curve constantly shrinks
(see (5)) [6] and therefore a viewer’s sampling rate continually
falls. Hence the same sample that initially captures the underly-
ing curve becomes unsuitable and aliasing is inevitable.
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Figure 4: Pendula of [2] shortly after t = Γ/2, simulated using
Cox’s model (left) with perceived waves highlighted (right)

and underlying curve (centre).

5 Discussion

We have highlighted an example of behaviour that is complicated
but not complex [8]. In [2] Harvard demonstrate that, without
influencing each other’s motion, oscillating objects can generate
imagery suggestive of coordination. Here, a mathematical rule
that does not describe all such imagery is used to predict it.

Gaps between pendula (or, more generally, data points) can
transform our perception of a curve or pattern. While generally
undesirable, masquerading of signals creates mesmeric optical il-
lusions in [2]. In this way, aliasing can enrich the visual effects of
objects in motion. A simple deterministic rule can thus produce
diverse spatio-temporal behaviour.

Notes

1. We encourage readers to watch [2] as description alone can-
not do it full justice.

2. Photo courtesy of Harvard Natural Sciences Lecture Demon-
strations, FAS Science Division. We would like to thank
Allen Crockett for granting us permission to use this image.

3. This simulation uses Cox’s model with d > 0, i.e. such that
the leftmost pendulum is longest in each picture.

4. Strictly speaking, a standing wave pattern is not a wave. This
kind of pattern results when two or more waves of equal fre-
quency travel in different directions such that they cause in-
terference [9].

5. Two pendula are in phase here if they occupy the same posi-
tion (i.e. equally displaced from their initial setting) and ex-
hibit the same behaviour (i.e. going in the same direction).
As such, two pendula are in phase when they are at the same
stage in their oscillations.

6. By definition, a pendulum’s frequency is equal to the number
of oscillations that occur per unit time [10]. Hence ft is equal
to the number of oscillations executed. Therefore n(j) is also
equal to the number of oscillations (made by pendulum j).

7. Cox uses d to denote the ‘incremental frequency’ of the pen-
dula (i.e. the change in frequency with x) and b to denote the
‘base frequency’ (i.e. the frequency in the absence of any in-
cremental change).

8. Over the course of Harvard’s cycle, each pendulum completes
one oscillation more than the next shortest pendulum [11], i.e.
n(j + 1)− n(j) = 1 when t = Γ. Hence,

(a+ c(j + 1))− (a+ cj) = 1

=⇒ c = 1

in Harvard’s case (which means that d divides b and that
Γ = 1/d).

9. The denominator on the right-hand side of (4) is the frequency
of pendulum j (and this does not vary according to time).
Therefore, dividing time (i.e. the left-hand side of (4)) in the
manner we have corresponds to dividing only the numerator
of the right-hand side.

10. This rule does not apply unless |c| = 1.
11. By simulating Cox’s model slowly (using Matlab for exam-

ple), we can also briefly see four simultaneous waves near
t = Γ/4 and t = 3Γ/4 although these are difficult to per-
ceive in [2].

12. Simple harmonic motion is a good approximation to the mo-
tion of a simple pendulum [12].
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Four Unrelated Problems with Common but
Non-elementary Solutions

Anthony C. Robin CMath MIMA, CSci

I n this article we consider four geometrical problems, namely,
the average distance between any two planets, the perimeter
of an ellipse, the length of the sine wave, and the distances

moved by points fixed on a wheel. We see that whilst none of
these can be expressed in terms of elementary functions, all these
distinct problems need the same integrals to be evaluated.

Problem 1: The nearest planets to Earth

A recent quiz question asked for the two nearest planets to the
Earth. I wish to show that this question is not as easy as it
first seems. A quick reminder that the order of the planetary or-
bits, moving away from the Sun is Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars,
(Ceres), Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto. So the obvious,
and in fact the required answer to the question is Venus and Mars.
However, this is not obvious as the planets space out as one moves
further from the Sun. The Titus–Bode law gives an empirical for-
mula for the approximate distances of the planets from the Sun.
It gives the formula: 0.4 + u, where u takes on the values 0, 0.3,
0.6, 1.2, 2.4. (Each value is double the previous one, except at the
start.) The result is measured in astronomical units, the distance
between Sun and Earth, namely 149,600,000 km. So using this
empirical law, the radii of the orbits of Mercury, Venus, Earth,
Mars, are in AU, 0.4, 0.7, 1, 1.6. This means that the orbit of
Venus is just 0.3 AU away from that of Earth, but both Mercury’s
and Mars’ orbits are 0.6 AU away. More accurate values give the
radii of the orbits of Mercury, Venus and Mars as 0.39, 0.72 and
1.52 AU, so this suggests the answer Venus and Mars.

Although the planetary orbits around the Sun are elliptical,
the eccentricities are small (0.21, 0.0068, 0.017, 0.0934 for Mer-
cury, Venus, Earth, Mars) so we can reasonably treat their or-
bits as circular. This means that whilst the distance between any
planet and the sun varies very little, the distance between any pair
of planets varies considerably. In the calculations that follow we
shall also assume that all the planets move in the same plane, the
ecliptic. Figure 1 shows the general situation where two planetsA
and B are in orbit around the Sun at O. As A and B rotate at dif-
ferent angular speeds the greatest distance between these planets
is a+b, and the least distance is |b−a|. By taking this least value
we get the required answer. But if we just took the average of these

two values we would get: 1/2{a+b+|b−a|} = larger of a and b.
By this measure the average distance of the Earth from either
Mercury or Venus is 1 AU, but the average distance from Mars
is 1.52 AU. So the nearest would be Mercury and Venus. More
generally we can look at the distance between any two planets at
any time. If ∠AOB = θ, then the distance between the planets,
x, is given by:

x2 = a2 + b2 − 2ab cos θ.

Figure 1: Sun with two planets in circular orbits

As the planets rotate at constant angular speed (with circular
orbits) then θ is uniformly distributed over the range [0, 2π]. This
means that the mean distance between the planets is given by:

E(X) =

∫ 2π

0

√
a2 + b2 − 2ab cos θ × 1

2π
dθ

=
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

√
a2 + b2 − 2ab cos θ dθ.

Now this is an integral which cannot be found analytically. How-
ever, it also occurs when one tries to find the perimeter of an el-
lipse, which we now consider.

Planet Mean Semimajor Semiminor Formula 1 Formula 2 h Formula 3 Gauss Mean
radius axis axis AGM distance

Mercury 0.387 1.387 0.613 6.737289 6.520686 0.387 6.520732 6.520732 1.03780
Venus 0.723 1.723 0.277 7.753382 7.133022 0.723 7.135581 7.135598 1.13567
Mars 1.524 2.524 0.524 11.45295 10.63562 0.656168 10.63764 10.63765 1.69303
Jupiter 5.203 6.203 4.203 33.28974 32.99402 0.192197 32.99402 32.99402 5.25116
Saturn 9.539 10.539 8.539 60.26375 60.10009 0.104833 60.10009 60.10009 9.56523
Uranus 19.182 20.182 18.182 120.6877 120.606 0.052132 120.606 120.606 19.1950
Neptune 30.058 31.058 29.058 188.9645 188.9122 0.033269 188.9122 188.9122 30.0663
Pluto 39.439 40.439 38.439 247.8822 247.8424 0.025356 247.8424 247.8424 39.4453

Table 1: Comparing approximations for the ellipse perimeter and showing mean distance to each planet from Earth.
All data (in astronomical units (AU)) are given to several significant figures to enable the reader to compare the formulas.


